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The first time I saw her I knew she was mine.I have everything I want. Thatâ€™s the life of a

billionaire. I see. I want. I get. So, of course, when the woman of my dreamsâ€”the fiery redhead with

the face of an angel and balls of steelâ€”comes stomping into my world, I take action. I know how to

get things done.She may hate me for stealing her away. But a man has to do what a man has to do.

Just like Iâ€™m going to take it allâ€”everything she has to give. Including the one thing sheâ€™s

never given another man.And in return Iâ€™ll give her even more. The life she deserves.

Childrenâ€¦My heart and soul.Mine. Jordan is mine.And I am hers.Warning: Open this book and

escape into a world where a billionaire (with a to-die-for body, of course) falls in love in an instant

and sweeps his (lucky) woman off her feetâ€¦and into the life of her dreams! But be warnedâ€“this

(dirty) uber-hot, sticky-sweet story of (totally ridiculous) insta-love and baby-making may inspire you

to wake your partner, climb on board, and get things done yourself.Ah, the power of fictionâ€¦
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Fantastic book! This was a short read that had everything a reader needs to satisfy. Dominant alpha

male Grayson was perfect in his love and courting of the unsure yet sweet Jordan. Being that the

book is short there is not a lot of plot details but Alexa Kaye added the best parts to make the story



shine. The humor in each character thinking only added to the great book. The sexy times were hot

and vivid. A+. Can not wait for the next book, one can never go wrong with Alexa Kaye.

It had the possibility to be a really good book. It came off a little rushed. I get, and love, the

insta-love thing but this was just too rushed. I feel with a little more writing this author will become a

best selling author....

Sweet and funny, naughty and amazing! Itâ€™s a fast read and I loved it! I would have loved it even

more if it was a bit longer and there was more about them as a couple but it was still amazing and I

enjoyed it very much! ^_^

The storyline is standard, exactly the same as a dozen others out on the same day. That isn't bad,

just makes it blur in with the rest. In this case the timing is off. The story is boring, no excitement.

The intensity is lacking. The male is supposed to act in an alpha manner but the internal monologue

fails to give the reader that obsessive twist which shows how much he is in need of the heroine, how

he must have her. The female is written all over the place: physically aggressive, hard drinking, a

witch with no friends and her co-workers hate her, then she is "poor me", innocent, sweet, gentle,

passive, blah blah blah, a complete dichotomy. I rolled my eyes when she faints because her car

dies. Really??Anyway, the writer gives a run-by shooting attempt at the Mormon religion and

polygamous marriages, which could have been interesting, but this plot line never takes off. The

kidnapping by the hero never develops. The heroine's instant attraction to the hero's wealth I think

came over wrong, showing her as a gold digger rather than a victim of a billionaire in love.So, if you

get this free on kindle unlimited, it may hold your attention for twenty minutes. Otherwise, don't

bother.

I'm all for cheesy instead love stories but I appreciate a little thought being put into the characters.

Billionaire business man sure that works, but the main girl was LAME!!!! She was raised in a

polygamy community in Utah and ran away with a man from her community to get married. They

were leaving their church blah blah blah. It would have been a little believable if the girl didn't do

shots of tequila like an expert, swear like a sailor, drink coffee, masterbate like a porn star and be

willing to give her virginity to her boss on the first day she meets him! No conflict about her strict

upbringing at all! If this author knew even a smidge about Mormons she would have not had her

doing those things. If you don't want to do the research then pick a different background. It was too



distracting to be enjoyable. Before I even learned the main girls background I already disliked her

but after learning her background it was too stupid to keep reading.

Always up for a cute insta-love book. This had the whole skewed view of Mormons added, which I

wish was researched. Being Mormon, the plural marriage is not part of my religion.

This was a good short story to read. I liked the insta-love from the characters. I wish it was longer to

read.

I eagerly await her next book. My only dislike is that it wasn't longer. If you like your books short &

steamy, this is for you!
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